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seems to fit the bill, the seller told me he has about 15-20 in stock. better than any youtube hdcp
device and under $90 shipped from amazon. (5 simple instructions). hes from india and shipping was
free, they had a couple of other failed attempts earlier too. and its the most expensive one. didnt try
it out yet but i will soon! i got a hdcp certified vcr, digital vcr with analog tuner with hdcp certified
output cable, standard definition antenna, vhs/vcd player, 3-speed converter which converts dvd to
pc playable format, satellite box and a box that converts pc to dvd/hdtv all working and producing hi
quality pal signal. im considering getting a splitter because now i have it all i can get a 4k tv that has
the same hdmi output as my cable box and i can hook my cable box to it. i dont need to downscale
anything and i dont need a converter to convert pc to dvd/hdtv my box already does that. 4k is
nothing but studio grade professional grade stuff at hd rates, who wants to watch that? the pay
channel cable companies and some of the telco's have been trying to push the 4k notion to
customers for a while. as of yet for them this will be a means to make money and to keep their
customers from finding all the good things there are in their old tv set's as time goes on. still cant
understand why a 4k tv cannt play 4k movies in 4k with a 4k recorder the same hdmi cable can
handle that. those rca cable inputs for 4k. i keep hearing about people with 4k cables having this
problem. so you have one 4k tv, you can get one of these 4k remotes that retransmits the 4k signal
from the cable box.
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